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Introduction

Every year at consumer electronics events around the world,
media and entertainment technology manufacturers put the
future on display. In the past, it would take two or three years
for a new version of a product to appear on the market. Today,
some consumers, especially those of Generation Y, expect the
release of a new version within a year.
The debate in television technology has moved from plasma
versus LCD to on-demand and then 3D. Netbooks are ceding
ground to eBook readers and tablets that deliver the latest in
information mobility. And then there’s HD video calling over
broadband, which is seeking to surpass land-based telephones.
These shifts in technology are having a profound influence on
consumer behavior. More than moving from physical to digital
media and from mass to targeted entertainment, consumers
now expect to be able to access content anytime, anywhere,
and from any device at their disposal — from PCs and tablets to
mobile phones and web-enabled television.
The explosive proliferation of technology creates both
opportunities and challenges for media and entertainment (M&E)
companies. On the opportunity side, they have a variety of new
channels for creating and distributing content. But they face
challenges in maintaining and rebuilding customer relationships
that have been fragmented by an unending array of platforms
and devices.
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And then there is the challenge of solving the monetization
puzzle. After years of offering content for “free” under paid
advertising models, and experiencing piracy, M&E companies
are having to devise new strategies to better monetize their
growing digital audiences. They are inventing new products
by unbundling and repackaging content to create bundles of
differentiated content, solutions and services that consumers
value with both their time and dollars. They are also beginning
to offer personalized on-demand content — microcontent — that
creates a series of microtransactions across a growing number
of distribution platforms, for which more robust micropayment
systems that are secure, cost-effective and user-friendly need
to be developed.
For all the advances M&E companies are making, many
back-end systems are having trouble keeping up, creating a
considerable degree of risk. Yet, despite the risks, the pace
of innovation will not slow. M&E companies will continue to
reinvent themselves to meet the ever-evolving demands of the
connected consumer.
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Summary of key points
Technology has fundamentally changed how and where consumers access
content, fragmenting audiences and revenue streams. M&E companies
have to learn how to defragment customer relationships.
After letting the genie out of the bottle by initially offering digital content
for “free,” M&E companies are searching for new ways to monetize
products and services.
M&E companies are developing multiple paid content strategies that focus
on value for the consumer.
Micropayments are emerging as a monetization strategy amid increasing
pressure to unbundle and price content to maximize incremental
consumption and minimize the cannibalization of existing revenue streams.
Technology and infrastructure need to keep pace for micropayments and
monetization strategies to succeed in an environment of ever-evolving
consumer demand.
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Defragmenting the consumer
relationship
When it comes to accessing information, consumers have more choice than ever
before. Since the 1980s, there has been increasing acceleration in the proliferation
of technology devices designed to inform and entertain, as well as the underlying
platforms that support them. In the last five years alone, digital media platform
penetration rates have more than quadrupled. In 2010, we expect the Ernst & Young
digital media platform saturation index to be .82 in the US, as illustrated in Figure
1. By 2013, the EY index will reach .67 of global households, illustrating the rise of
multiplatform consumption. As the media platform saturation rates rise, so too does
the functionality of the devices.

Figure 1
Ernst & Young digital media platform saturation index
Index is based on the household penetration rates of broadband and 3G mobile
devices. Index of 1.00 means all households have both technologies.
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Source: “Projections of Households by Type: 1995 to 2010,” US Bureau of the Census website, www.census.
gov/population/projections/nation/hh-fam/table1n.txt, accessed 13 September 2010; “Broadband forecast:
2010–15,” Ovum, August 2010; “Mobile regional and country forecast pack: 2010–15,” Ovum, May 2010;
“Mobile regional and country forecast pack: 2009-14,” Ovum, June 2009; “3G Subscription Penetration
in Select Countries Worldwide, 2005 & 2006,” eMarketer, 12 December 2007, citing data from Office of
Communications (Ofcom) – UK; S.G. Cowen, “Wireless Equipment,” 28 March 2006.
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This new technology empowers M&E companies, offering myriad new ways to create
and distribute content over a greater number of platforms. But it also empowers
consumers, offering them an increasing number of ways to access the information
they seek. This choice, powered by technology, has played a significant role in
fragmenting audiences. No longer defined by the media they use, M&E companies
face the challenge of having to rebuild relationships with their customers through
multiple platforms and devices.
In a June 2010 Ernst & Young study, Poised For Digital Growth: Preserving
Profitability in Today’s Digital World, 78% of M&E chief financial officers ranked new
technology-enabled competitive offerings among the top three drivers of change
in the industry over the next two to three years. The consequences of these new
offerings, such as disruptive business models and shifts in consumer spending, are
also cited as key drivers of change.

More choices than ever before
Internet. According to comScore, there are 1.2 billion internet users worldwide,
spending an average of 24 hours per month on the internet. This adds up to 28.8
billion hours of internet use per month.1
Social networking. The number of worldwide, unique social networking users is
growing rapidly. In July 2010, Facebook topped 500 million members.2
Online video. The number of unique online video viewers in the US grew from
106 million in July 2006 to almost 183 million in May 2010.3
Internet-enabled wireless devices. Industry watcher eMarketer estimates that
893 million high-speed wireless internet-enabled devices will be shipped in 2010
(including smartphones, gaming consoles and internet tablets). That figure is
expected to pass 1.5 billion in 2013.4

1

“Top 10 countries worldwide, ranked by time spent online per user, May 2010,” eMarketer citing data from
comScore Media Metrix, 23 June 2010.

2

eMarketer, “Unique Visitors to Social Networking Sites Worldwide*, December 2007-December 2009,”
22 January 2010, citing data from The Nielsen Company.

3

eMarketer, “Top 10 Online Video Properties among US Internet Users, July 2006,” 27 September 2006,
citing data from comScore, Inc.; eMarketer, “Top 10 Online Video Properties Among US Internet Users,
Ranked by Unique Viewers, May 2010,” 24 June 2010, citing data from comScore, Inc.

4

“High-speed wireless internet-enabled devices shipments worldwide, 2008–2013,” eMarketer,
15 December 2009.
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Unlocking the key to monetization
Putting the genie back in the bottle
When digital content first migrated online, many M&E companies made the strategic
decision to make much, if not all, of their content free to consumers. They now
face the difficulty, in some instances, of putting that “genie back in the bottle.”
Some sectors, such as newspapers and radio, offered free online content with an
advertising-based business model. Music provided free online content (for example,
online music service Deezer) to defend against piracy. However, other sectors, such
as motion pictures, do not put free content online.
In a recent Nielsen survey, 85% of internet users believed that online content that
is currently free should remain free. Not surprisingly, the survey found online
consumers may be more willing to pay for certain categories, such as movies, games,
TV shows and music, and less likely to pay for news, blogs and user-created videos.5
The difficulty in getting consumers to pay directly for content has compelled M&E
companies to rely primarily on advertising-based models. This, in turn, reinforces
the notion in consumers’ minds that they get content for free. However, this strategy
has been a challenge. Online ad revenues are currently small compared to traditional
advertising. In newspaper publishing, for instance, even though internet advertising
is growing, companies face the all-too-familiar “analog dollars for digital dimes”
problem faced by other media: a single newspaper ad may generate many thousands
of dollars, whereas an online ad may generate a small fraction of that.

5

Benny Evangelista, “Paying for online content a tough sell, study finds,” The San Francisco Chronicle,
17 February 2010, via Dow Jones Factiva, ©2010 Hearst Communications Inc.
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As shown in Figure 2, internet advertising is growing in proportion to total advertising.
In 2009, internet advertising was approximately 15% of total global advertising;
by 2014, it will reach 20%.6 At the same time, marketers are also widening their
marketing messages through other forms of promotions, and building brands through
social networking sites and on their own websites.
While there is tremendous variability within the various M&E sectors, shifts in
consumer demand have had profound effects on top-line revenues, margins, cash
flow and earnings for many M&E companies. M&E companies need to get creative,
developing “value for money” models that entice consumers to pay for content.

Figure 2
Worldwide advertising revenue, by media
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Source: eMarketer, “Advertising Revenues Worldwide, by Media, 2009-2014,” 16 June 2010, citing data
from Magna Global.
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eMarketer, “Advertising Revenues Worldwide, by Media, 2009-2014,” 16 June 2010, citing data from
Magna Global.
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Learning to play the game
The gaming industry is one sector that
is learning to play the monetization
game. Every month, millions of
consumers around the world play
games on social networking sites or
other online media portals. Social
game players build their own virtual
communities, create virtual characters
and interact with friends.
Gaming companies have developed
various paid content business models
for social gaming: advertising,
subscription and microtransactions for
virtual goods.7

Most users don’t pay for virtual goods,
but those who do generate enough
revenue to make the model work. In
fact, social game companies have
found that microtransactions are an
important element driving incremental
revenue throughout a game’s
lifecycle. They create user loyalty —
consumers feel more invested in the
communities and characters that they
build and customize.8 In the massive
multiplayer online (MMO) games sector,
subscriptions still comprise the bulk of
revenues, but microtransactions for
virtual goods are growing.9

Processing multiple forms of payment
in multiple currencies from around
the globe, as well as the sheer volume
of payments from game play, poses
challenges for gaming companies. The
sale and use of virtual currency can also
create complex revenue recognition
issues, while IT systems must have the
ability to track thousands or virtual
goods purchases. However, gaming
companies are addressing these issues
to position themselves for exponential
growth opportunities. In the US, the
virtual goods market will reach
US$1.6 billion in 2010. Of that, the social
gaming market will contribute
US$835 million.10 Another exploding
market, China, has an estimated 105
million users. Their virtual goods sales —
both inside and outside the social games
experience — in 2009 were an estimated
US$2.2 billion.11

“Accounting for online games is complex.
Having a system that can track all that data
is a huge undertaking and a huge cost.”
– Mick Bobroff, Ernst & Young LLP

7

Mike Harvey, “Facebook scores as online gaming finds new frontier,” The Times, 10 June 2010, via Dow
Jones Factiva; Miguel Helft, “Zynga goes west with latest social game,” The New York Times,
14 June 2010, via Dow Jones Factiva; “Facebook strikes deal with Farmville maker,” Guardian Unlimited,
21 May 2010, via Dow Jones Factiva.

8

Michael Pacter & Edward Woo, “Take Two Interactive Software, Q2 EPS upside from solid releases, good
cost management,” Wedbush, 9 June 2010; Weiyee In, Hiroshi Kamide et al., “Technology, media and
telecoms, changing the game,” BNP Paribas, 11 June 2010; Ralph Schackart, Meggan Friedman et al.,
“The future in digital media, a social revolution, ‘we all want to change the world,’” William Blair & Co.,
10 June 2010.

9

Tim Merel, “Global video games fundraising, investment, M&A and JV review,” IBIS Capital, July 2010.”

10

“Suits over social gaming mean business,” The Recorder, 28 June 2010, via Dow Jones Factiva, ©2010
ALM Properties, Inc.

11

“China home to 105 mln Web gamers,” Interfax: China IT Newswire, 31 May 2010, via Dow Jones Factiva,
©
2010 Interfax Information Services, B.V.; “Ubitus Showcases Mobile Gaming Solution at the China Cloud
Computing Conference,” PR Newswire, 24 May 2010, via Dow Jones Factiva.
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News to follow
There was a time in the early days of the internet when many newspapers offered
subscription-based online content. However, consumer and competitive pressures
led most newspapers to put their content online for free. They avoided charging for
content because they didn’t want to limit access to their websites, which drove online
ad revenue. However, in hindsight, some in the industry think it was a mistake to make
newspaper content free.
There are a few exceptions. A few highly specialized business newspapers have
successful subscription businesses and can charge ad rates that are substantially
higher than industry averages. These publications have brand differentiation and
high-income subscribers, which are desirable to advertisers.12 However, for most
newspapers, online monetization efforts have lagged.
With online ad revenue unable to make up for lost print ad revenue for most
newspapers, many publishers believe that moving to some sort of customer paying
model is the only viable future for the newspaper industry. Several newspapers are
implementing, or planning to implement, various paid schemes. A few have erected
“pay walls” that require consumers to provide some form of payment before they can
view an article. Others have implemented a metered model, where content is free for
the first few visits, after which the user must pay for additional content.13
Some examples of unbundling are also beginning to emerge. Several newspapers and
magazines are selling articles or features à la carte. The Financial Times is combining
both subscriptions and microtransactions. Currently, consumers can pay for a day’s
or week’s access to the newspaper’s content. In the future, the paper plans to give
readers access to individual articles. By unbundling their content, newspapers will
allow consumers to customize and personalize their news so as to make it more
valuable to them.14
These models are still in development, so it is too early to gauge their success.
Nevertheless, they illustrate that M&E companies are aggressively adapting how they
monetize digital content.

12

“Pay walls: piece of the data game,” Min’s b-to-b, 25 January 2010, via Dow Jones Factiva, ©2010
Access Intelligence.

13

Alexia S. Quadrani, Monica DiCenso, and Townsend Buckles, “Newspapers 101: Cyclical bounce or
sustainable growth?” JP Morgan, 26 March 2010.

14

“FT to trial PayPal for access to website,” British Business Monitor, 3 March 2010, via Dow Jones Factiva
2010, AII Data Processing Ltd.
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The unbundling phenomenon
M&E companies are migrating their offerings to keep up with the changing ways
consumers access and use content. However, this doesn’t just mean providing the
same content in new formats. It means completely rethinking how information and
entertainment content is packaged, priced, marketed and sold.
Consumers already demand anytime, anywhere content. In the future — if not
already — they will also demand “any form” content — small pieces of customized
media and entertainment suited to the way they live and work. Many M&E companies
see a real opportunity in unbundling content and information and repackaging them
for sale.
For example, a student may want to download a single chapter from a textbook to
prepare for a test, while a medical professional may only want information about a
particular ailment and its treatment. Rather than risk losing a sale, publishers are
increasingly willing to break apart books to meet their customers’ needs — and get
paid for doing so. In the business market, McGraw Hill launched a program called
Select E-Chapters that allows customers to buy downloads of chapters from the
company’s best-selling business books as stand-alone items. More than 750 chapters
are currently available from major titles in finance and investing.15
Music was a trailblazer in unbundling content for digital consumption. However, early
sales efforts weren’t successful. Fearing cannibalization, music companies restricted
digital music licensing. Early music services were also not integrated with a device,
which made legal downloading too cumbersome for most consumers.
It wasn’t until music was offered the way consumers wanted it — in single tracks
with an easy user interface that seamlessly linked the device and the service — that
paid online music took off. Music’s experience demonstrates that breaking apart
content can be a successful way of getting consumers to pay for content. However,
this unbundling, along with a low price point, has also had a considerable downside
in terms of industry revenues (see page 31). And it has paved the way for a major
industry reconfiguration: the vast majority of customer contact now comes via a nonmusic company. That said, individual song downloads have allowed music to monetize
what was too often being consumed for free.

“Consumers will pay more for the
content and services that they
value — the challenge is in
developing the future model to
deliver this outcome.”
— John Nendick, Ernst & Young LLP

Unbundling for success
M&E companies need to understand
the strategic and operational issues
unbundling presents. Issues include:
Demand trends. Do consumers
use unbundled content differently
from other digital content? Do
they consume more or less content
in aggregate when a product is
unbundled? Does unbundling
increase the consumption of “long
tail” content? Answering these
questions will help M&E companies
learn how to create the most
attractive product bundles.
Pricing. Content needs to be
priced in a way that maximizes
incremental consumption and
minimizes the cannibalization of
existing revenue streams.
Systems and processes.
Back-office systems and processes
need to be able to manage, track
and account for unbundled content.

15

“MHP Q1 2010,” The McGraw Hill Companies earnings conference call, Thomson StreetEvents,
27 April 2010.
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Packaging value for money

“Television networks can develop
fee-based versions of themselves
with richer content not available
on linear channels. This drives
incremental revenue for the
network and can help cable
and satellite operators make
their services more ‘sticky’ —
consumers are less likely to
leave for another provider or
cut the cord.”
– Fred Kuntzman,
Ernst & Young LLP

Unbundling is only one strategy in the monetization arsenal. M&E companies are
also creating pricing distribution models based on customized product bundles of
differentiated content that consumers value enough to buy. Companies are seeking
not only to maintain sales of existing products, but also to generate revenue from
new ones.
Television distribution demonstrates how different companies in the M&E value chain
can work together to add value to existing products and services. As broadband
penetration rises and more content becomes available, television distributors face
the risk of disintermediation by over-the-top (OTT) video — content that flows directly
from the internet to TVs without being packaged by a cable or direct broadcast
satellite provider. Some television distributors fear that consumers will “cut the cord”
and get their content directly from content providers or aggregators. Several cable
and content companies have launched a trial program called Fancast Xfinity TV. This
service gives paying cable subscribers access to thousands of hours of cable TV
shows, movies and other content via the internet. Satellite providers are expected
to follow suit. These services, currently free to subscribers, are aimed at keeping
customers from turning to alternative distribution methods.16
As consumer preferences change, television networks and distributors may work
more closely to develop value-added offerings. Currently, consumers are limited to
programming “tiers” predetermined by the cable or satellite distributor. However,
in a world where consumers want to unbundle, these tiers may adapt. Adding
value to distribution could take many forms. For example, networks could develop
a supplemental pay service where — for a monthly fee — consumers can watch any
episode of their favorite TV shows on demand.

16

Ralph Schackart, Meggan Friedman et al., “The future in digital media, a social revolution, ‘we all want to
change the world,’” William Blair & Co., 10 June 2010.
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“The future is about content and
information, ‘apps,’ video, new
features and functionality being
embedded into how people live
and work. Value added content
and services will be enabled by
mobile and tablet devices of
today and tomorrow.”

– Howard Bass,
Ernst & Young LLP

Bundling products as services
In many cases, M&E content bundles will not be products at all. Instead, they will be
value-added services — known as media as a service (MaaS) — that consumers are
willing to pay for. This is similar to the software as a service (SaaS) concept. Most
software makers realize that software isn’t a “thing,” but an ongoing relationship with
the customer. Software companies can deliver more value using a service model than
by simply selling software. SaaS vendors run the software for their customers, including
writing, updating and maintaining it. By adding value to their “products,” software
makers can drive higher margins. The SaaS model is enabled by internet connectivity
and inexpensive bandwidth — the same tools available to M&E companies.17
In the M&E context, the core content — print, videos, music, etc. — will look much the
same. But the way it is delivered and consumed will change. M&E content will no longer
be a static product. It will have built-in interactivity that helps consumers find, organize
and share their favorite content.
Social games, described earlier, also function essentially as a service — the consumer
doesn’t own a discreet product. Instead, games are part of an interactive ecosystem
that derives revenue from multiple sources, such as the sale of virtual goods,
subscriptions and advertising.

17

16

Mark Salmi, “Time to change the lens: media as a service,” Paid Content Website, http://paidcontent.
org/article/419-time-to-change-the-lens-media-as-a-service/, accessed June 2010; Laura Lederman,
Bhavan Suri et al., “Cloud 2.0: an update on cloud computing platforms and technologies,” William Blair &
Company, 10 June 2010.
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The four dimensions of value
M&E companies can add differentiated value to drive increased
revenues and profitability in four key areas:
1. Format and additional content (what). Content,
information and services can be delivered in ways that
target consumer preference. For example, a television
program can be delivered in HD and/or with no commercials
to paying customers. Or bonus features could be offered.
For a movie, that might mean a behind-the-scenes look
at production or exclusive artist commentary or insight.
Education publishers are unbundling content to allow
educators to create entirely new versions of books and
lesson plans. Educators can select materials from different
authors, along with accompanying photographs, multimedia
clips and other items. Publishers provide these customized
books — along with testing, study guides and more —
through platforms that can be used by both educators and
students. Customized publishing services enhance textbook
content and make it more appealing to its users.
2. Timing (when). Content consumption is shifting from a
fixed-time model to one of open-demand. M&E companies
can profitably monetize this shift by accommodating, even
promoting it. Studios are thinking more imaginatively
about creating on-demand “windows” for both film and
TV. Premium customers can watch a premier viewing of a
television event or movie before their friends can. In the
future, a television network may create a new premium
window for a show between its broadcast airing and its
availability as a mobile application (or the reverse). During
this period, subscribers could also be free to comment, share
and combine — or “mash” — the show with other content.
3. Availability and interoperability (where). In an increasingly
untethered world, consumers want to access and control
content and services from multiple devices. M&E companies
will increasingly accommodate that desire by allowing
premium customers to consume content on a variety of
devices and platforms, such as listening to music on an iPod
or mobile phone. Consumers will control a “digital locker”
that stores all of their content for anytime retrieval.

4. Sharing and engagement (how).
a. Sharing. In most instances, the provider dictates how
a consumer uses content. Plain content can become
premium content if consumers are free to share it with
their social networks or can recommend, comment
or customize it. And providers can turn sharing from
a liability into an asset by taking advantage of users’
desires to share valued content with others. They can
even incent sharing by offering financial rewards. A
music company, for instance, can pay a small fee if
a consumer’s recommendation of a particular song
translates into higher sales.
b. Engagement. Business or legal information providers
can increase customer engagement by adding a service
component, or by offering tools to readily customize
and adapt their information. This means shifting from
providing searchable content to embedding content,
services and tools directly into their customers’ work.
Content packaged with capabilities is worth more to the
consumer and thus helps generate revenue and reduce
churn for the provider.
Several M&E companies are beginning to add one or more
of these dimensions. After giving consumers free access to
television shows, movies and other video content, online video
site Hulu launched a pay subscription service called Hulu Plus in
June 2010.18 The service is in beta form now, but the company
plans a full launch later in the year. For US$9.99 per month,
Hulu Plus subscribers get full season or series passes for many
current popular TV shows. The pay service also allows users
to access content from three screens: PCs, mobile devices
and living room connected devices (internet-connected TVs,
console game players and Blu-ray players). Additionally, Hulu
Plus subscribers get content in high definition.19 The site’s
traffic continues to grow. In July, Hulu had 28.5 million unique
visitors according to industry watcher comScore. That puts it
10th among US online video sites.20

18

Errol Pierre-Louis, Hulu Plus; Hulu Plus gives subscribers access to a deep catalogue of full seasons of their favorite shows, and access to Hulu content on a variety
of devices,” PC Magazine, 16 July 2010, via Dow Jones Factiva ©2011 Ziff Davis Media.

19

Ryan Nakashima, “Hulu launches subscription service,” Tulsa World, 30 June 2010, via Dow Jones Factiva ©2010 World Publishing Company.

20

Sarah Rabil, “Analyst cautious as Hulu prepares public offering,” The Star-Ledger, 18 August 2010, via Dow Jones Factiva © 2010 The Star-Ledger.
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The Digital Entertainment Content
Ecosystem (DECE) — a consortium of
entertainment, software, hardware
and retail companies — is developing
a universal format that makes storing
and using content easier. The system,
called UltraViolet, lets consumers buy
and watch movies and TV shows on
any device — a television, game console,
tablet, PC, Blu-ray player or mobile
device. Content sharing with a small
group will also be allowed within limits.
The system is set to launch in 2011.21
Not all of the large M&E companies are
participating in Ultraviolet; some are
building their own systems. However,
the concept is the same: consumers
access content from a “digital locker”
that resides on a cloud of servers. The
digital locker authenticates the user and
contains proofs of purchase for their
content. This allows the consumer to
buy the content once without having to
copy it for multiple devices. Consumers
can access the content directly from
the web, but most will likely use service
providers.22

18

Some studios are warming to the
idea of creating a new “home theater
on-demand” window, where, for
approximately US$25, consumers can
watch movies at home just 30 days after
their theatrical release — far sooner than
the usual four months.23 Movies would
be delivered by cable or satellite through
a set-top box. If this plan is successful,
studios and online movie aggregators
may establish a similar on-demand
window. Such plans would be highly
disruptive to the current windowing
system that has sustained the industry
for years, but in the current revenue
environment, studios are more willing to
take risks.

Many internet radio stations are also
moving in the premium direction. Most still
stream free music, but for a few dollars a
month, premium subscribers can get more
music by more artists and at higher
quality than the free stream — with
no advertising. They can also create
individualized “channels” on their
mobile devices. These elements — more
and higher-quality content on multiple
devices — are a good illustration of
incorporating multiple dimensions.
While cost control remains important,
top-line revenue growth has once again
become the driving force for M&E
companies. These four dimensions
provide a framework for M&E companies
to move away from being static
information providers to something
much more valuable and engaging.

21

“All Format film digital downloads coming soon,” Relaxnews International, 21 July 2010, via Dow Jones
Factiva; Jemima Kiss, “Ultraviolet: Cross-industry video sharing. Great.” Guardian Unlimited,
20 July 2010, via Dow Jones Factiva.

22

Todd Spangler, “DECE Switches on ‘UltraViolet’ consumer brand; industry consortium hopes to enable
new models in the digital domain,” Multichannel News, 20 July 2010, via Dow Jones Factiva, ©2010 Reed
Business Information.; Ryan Nakashima, “Open standard for shows planned,” San Jose Mercury News,
21 July 2010, via Dow Jones Factiva ©2010 NewsBank.

23

“Market Talk: Warner Bros. CEO hits support for premium service,” Dow Jones News Service, 27 May
2010, via Dow Jones Factiva, ©2010 Dow Jones & Co.; Lauren Schuker & Ethan Smith,” Hollywood eyes
shortcut to TV—new films would hit homes in 30 days,” The Wall Street Journal, 22 May 2010, via Dow
Jones Factiva, ©2010 Dow Jones & Co.; Michael Cieply, “Filmmakers tread softly on early release to cable,’
The New York Times, 17 May 2010, via Dow Jones Factiva ©2010 The New York Times.
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The value of knowing the customer
As content delivery changes, so, too, will the way M&E companies go to market. At
a fundamental level, the concept of who the customer is will shift. The M&E industry
was built on business-to-business (B2B) relationships. In the digital world, however,
survival depends on building relationships directly with customers in a direct-toconsumer (D2C) model.
M&E companies’ relationship to pricing and margins is changing. If leveraged
strategically, the D2C model will allow them to regain a more advantageous place in
the value chain with greater pricing influence than they have had during early digital
market devlopments. This, in turn, will help restore top-line growth and margins.

“A doctor and a businessperson may have
the same income and live in the same
neighborhood, but they are different.
Their digital lives may not look like their
physical ones. Marketers will spend a
lot of money trying to understand their
digital fingerprints and patterns.”
– Mark Borao, Ernst & Young LLP

The game industry is already well along the D2C path. Distribution channels are
changing and disaggregating. Consumers will continue to have access to games
through online “apps” and social networks. However, increasingly, they can go
directly to game companies, many of which see the D2C model as a promising way to
build their business.24
The D2C model requires an increasingly sophisticated and multidimensional
understanding of the customer. Marketing to audiences based on demographics (age,
income, etc.) will still exist. But in the digital world, demographics alone don’t provide
a complete picture of customers, since their physical and digital lives are often very
different. To make their digital business models work, M&E companies must engage
communities, social networks and a new set of psycho-graphic metrics to find, target
and market to consumers.
Advertising agencies and marketing services companies will continue to play an
important role in enabling new D2C models, by helping M&E companies to collect and
analyze an entirely new and different set of consumer metrics and by bringing to bear
their expertise in consumer insights. This symbiotic relationship will continue to adapt
and evolve, as advertising agencies take on more of an advisory role — a role that will
improve the agencies’ value proposition, and by extension agency margins.
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Making micropayments work
To meet the growing need for personalized, on-demand content, M&E companies will
increase the availability of microcontent across a growing number of distribution
platforms. Microcontent leads to microtransactions, which require micropayments.
Micropayments are the weak link in the micro ecosystem. To make the microcontent
business model work, micropayment systems need to improve in three key areas:
security, processing costs and ease of use.

Security
As micropayments increase, so does the risk of fraud. One analyst thinks that the
number of fraudulent online card transactions ranging from less than US$1 to
US$10 is increasing rapidly. While the size of each fraudulent transaction is small,
the growing number of these transactions makes the impact large. For both online
vendors and payment companies, making micropayments safe and secure will be a
key factor in increasing consumer trust, which will help drive higher micropayment
adoption.25
Security also includes protecting privacy. Consumers must be able to trust that their
personal information and online consumption habits are not shared with unauthorized
parties.
Also, under several new business models taking shape, consumers can, in some cases,
legally share and redistribute content. To protect against piracy, M&E companies’
digital rights management systems must be able to define the parameters of
redistribution and sharing.
High levels of security bring high embedded costs. Some companies may choose to
accept these costs because the underlying objective — getting people to change the
way they buy and consume content — has positive benefits that are worth the costs.
Others may be willing to accept a lower level of security to bring down transaction
costs. In this case, the overall benefit of reducing transaction costs may be worth
addressing the relatively few problems that occur. Large retailers, for instance, accept
losing 2% to 3% of their inventory due to theft. Bringing that number down to near
zero, through additional security guards, would cost more than the loss they are
trying to prevent. For these companies, there is an “acceptable” level of security. M&E
companies must carefully weigh the benefits and costs of different levels of security.
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Processing costs

Ease of use

Micropayment processing costs are still too high. The cost of
clearing and settling a payment is approximately US$0.20,
which is too high for a payment of US$1 or less26 and has
posed a barrier to new business models.27 The good news is
that several vendors see a market opportunity, resulting in a
more competitive market for micropayment processing. Online
payment service PayPal plans to open its payment system to
small micropayments. PayPal will let companies accumulate
micropayments until a certain volume is reached, at which
point PayPal will charge merchants a single processing fee.
Changing the fee structure will let merchants sell products and
services more profitably.28

Convenience and speed are key attributes for widespread
adoption of micropayments. Some in the publishing industry
think that aggregating content through a single payment
system will help make micropayment transactions more
seamless to the consumer. For instance, newspapers,
magazines and blogs could create a single news network. Every
member would be connected to the same payment system.
Users would navigate among the various sites to find the
content they want. Once they find something to buy, a small
charge would appear on a meter on the side of the screen that
keeps track of purchases. Such a system would make it faster
and easier for consumers to find the content they want and to
pay for it.30

Credit card network Visa is also targeting the micropayments
business in Australia. The company is launching a new
micropayment service called Payclick. People sign up for
Payclick and provide security details. Payclick accounts can
be funded by Visa debit or credit cards, MasterCard or Bpay,
or through debit accounts from Australian bank accounts.
Once the account is set up, users click on the Payclick icon on
the retailer’s website. Payments are automatically executed
without the consumer having to provide merchants with
personal or account details, streamlining the process for
consumers. Visa is targeting the service at teenagers and
their parents. Parents can give their kids “digital pocket
money” and can keep track of how much was spent on
which items. If the project is successful in Australia, it will be
launched in other markets.29

PayPal charges newspaper publishers a smaller fee per
transaction than it charges other PayPal merchants — US$0.05
per transaction plus 5% of the value — but it is still too high for
publishers who plan to charge just a few cents per article.31
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Culture shift
New ideas are emerging aimed at making micropayments
cheaper and easier. Social networks may have an important
role to play in familiarizing consumers with making small
payments for content.
Facebook is establishing itself as a purveyor of digital transactions.
With more than 500 million members, the site could become
a major player in the micropayments market.32 In early
2010, PayPal became a payment option for Facebook Credits.
Consumers use Facebook Credits to pay for virtual goods, content
and services on the site. Facebook users may purchase credits
with a credit or debit card or charge the purchase to their mobile
phone bill. Many online game companies have Facebook games
that accept Facebook Credits.33

Facebook has a unique opportunity to convert a substantial
portion of its user base to Facebook Credits users. As Facebook
Credits become commonly used, they might also be used as a
currency for transactions taking place outside Facebook. Other
social networks and payment providers are developing their
own virtual currencies. Currency exchanges are beginning
to appear that let consumers trade one virtual currency for
another.34 Facebook is not the only social network to implement
a virtual currency, but the size of its community and the power
of its brand make its influence in this space quite large.
Social networks could become important platforms for
M&E companies because they enable the connection and
monetization of communities of people. Exactly how M&E
companies will optimize social networking sites is still unfolding,
but social networks will play a big role in accelerating the
adoption of new services and solutions in content and
information creation, distribution and customization.35
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Understanding the consumer experience
In order to understand the potential uptake of micropayments,
it is important to know how consumers interact with various
forms of digital media and entertainment. What do consumers
value? What are they looking for as they consume media and
culture? Answering these questions can help M&E companies
better adjust offerings to their audiences, and formulate
relevant pricing strategies and policies.
Figure 3 illustrates the range of consumer experiences, from
collective experiences on the left side of the spectrum to more
individual experiences on the right. Just as the experiences
are different, so too are the objectives of providers and the
potential role of micropayments.

On the left side, consumers value a collective experience and
status. Generally, unit costs are high and transaction volumes
are low. Revenue generation from micropayments is not the
highest priority for providers. Micropayments will not be a big
factor on this side, though they can be used to enhance the
consumer experience and provide a service.
However, the right side has a completely different dynamic.
Here, the objectives for providers are driving revenues, fighting
piracy and supplementing existing traditional M&E businesses.
On this side, unit costs are very low (song, newspaper and
even an unbundled book), while transaction volumes are high.
Micropayments are very well suited to M&E company objectives.

Figure 3
Micropayments and the user experience
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Micropayment technology: one more time with feeling
Situation

Current issues

Technology companies are exploring micropayment
systems once again. Two previous rounds of venturefunded micropayment start-ups in the mid-1990s and
again in the early 2000s proved to be premature for
market acceptance. Those companies either died out or
were eventually acquired. Today, however, in addition to
the ongoing escalation of internet usage and broadband
penetration, three new factors appear to have changed the
micropayment equation:
1. Consumers have demonstrated a willingness to pay for
content via mobile devices and application stores (a
phenomenon that is spreading).36
2. M&E companies are searching for new technologyenabled business models. Traditional offline
businesses are facing pressure from online, and
advertising-supported online models alone are proving
insufficient.37
3. The rise of virtual worlds and the growth of online
multiplayer gaming has led to multiple successful
micropayment-based “economies.”38
These factors are pushing established technology
companies and a string of hopeful start-ups back into the
micropayment arena to develop technology that will help
digital content providers better monetize their content
assets — in return for a percentage of the gross.
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While long inspiring grand visions of internet commerce,
the micropayment system’s only clear success has been in
multiplayer online virtual worlds and games. Micropayments
for news and entertainment content have yet to fulfill the
expectation of early internet visionaries, partly because of
inherently daunting technical challenges and partly because
“free” or ad-supported content became the norm for the
early web.

Time and Moore’s Law help tame
technology challenges
Moore’s Law (which addresses the empirical observation
that the transistor density of integrated circuits doubles
about every two years) and its corollaries will help to drive
down the cost of most elements of the micropayment
infrastructure. Therefore, the cost of necessary
computational power, storage and network bandwidth
will continue to decrease relatively rapidly over time (see
sidebar, page 28).
The micropayment technology challenge is to develop
the necessary infrastructure, including security systems
and digital rights management (DRM) systems, at a cost
per transaction that is profitable for extremely low-value
transactions — i.e., down to a penny or fractions thereof.
Security systems are required to protect sensitive
consumer information (e.g., credit card data) as well as
to protect consumers’ privacy (e.g., what content they
access). DRM systems are required to identify and manage
intellectual property (content), rights assignments, rights
transactions, licensing and royalty fees as well as monitor
usage from both an individual and enterprise perspective.
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At a fundamental level, DRM systems are needed to
establish and protect the value of content by minimizing
free or pirated redistribution of content. DRM systems
supporting a micropayment model also must be able to
track transactions at the pennies-level price point required
to match the perceived value of small bits of unbundled
content assets, such as an individual news article or video
clip. These systems also can be used to define content
use and redistribution/sharing parameters and, in turn,
their royalty rights. DRM issues — and, therefore, DRM
systems — are complex and computationally intensive. For
example, the royalty management capability within these
systems must be able to meet the individual contract and
payment terms associated with myriad content creators
(e.g., authors, composers, photographers, application
developers, artists). Moreover, the most sophisticated DRM
systems are capable of associating a content asset — or
even individual elements within a content asset — with
software-based rules governing use of the content, and
can monitor usage for enforcement. Using such a system,
consumers might be legally able to redistribute content or
combine purchased content with other content (including
original work). The DRM system would track subsequent
usage of the unbundled, digital bits of content and
determine any appropriate payments due and the parties
to which those payments are owed.
Thus, the technology is available to support a micropayment
model, and over time, the results of Moore’s Law and its
corollaries will continue to further reduce the cost of most
elements of micropayment technology infrastructure
and the related micropayment processing costs — in turn,
helping to tame key technology challenges.

39

Simplicity, security and ease of discovery
drive mobile paid content
Mobile internet content is providing an example of
consumer willingness to pay for digital content instead of
searching for a “next best” free version of the information
as is typically done on the wired internet. Some authorities
say this willingness is fostered by:
Easy-to-use billing systems through carriers or
application stores
Low prices, generally below US$5
Easy discovery of content through carrier or
application store interfaces
The fact that most mobile content is found in
proprietary “walled gardens” that make it far more
difficult for content to be pirated and made available
for free39
Replicating the above conditions on the more open fixedline internet would be a significant change — but some
media executives believe this is necessary. For now, many
traditional publishers have begun selling applications for
mobile devices through which their content can be made
available. The application store phenomenon, however,
which originated with mobile devices, is beginning to be
used for more general software distribution.

“Post Tech: Mobile Internet exploding, says analyst Mary Meeker,” Washington Post.com, 8 June 2010, via Dow Jones Factiva, ©2010
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Established technology companies pursue
“aggregation” model
Low per-transaction cost is critical to the success of
micropayments, whether for fixed-line or mobile internet.
To drive costs down as far as possible, established
technology companies are developing models in which
micropayments are aggregated — either from multiple
merchants or over a period of time, or both — until the
value reaches a threshold level that triggers payment. In
fact, Google describes exactly that in its response to a
request for proposal from the Newspaper Association
of America. In its document, Google promised to debut a
micropayments offering in 2010 that would allow “viable
payments of a penny to several dollars by aggregating
purchases across merchants and over time.”40 PayPal also
is working on an option along these lines in order to lower
processing costs below its current micropayment offering,
which is priced at US$0.05 per transaction, plus 5% of
the transaction value.41 At that pricing level, the existing
PayPal micropayments option does not appear viable for
transactions of much less than US$1.

Venture start-ups pursue virtual currency
Several venture capital-backed start-up companies are
attempting to borrow the virtual currency approaches that
have led to thriving economies in social networks and online
games, such as Linden Labs’ Second Life. The virtual world
economy in Second Life reportedly generated US$567 million
in 2009. All transactions occurred in “Linden dollars” (L$),
which generally exchange with US dollars at roughly L$260–
L$300 per US$1.44
Adapting the virtual currency concept for online digital content
are start-ups like two-year-old Zong, which is the mobile
payments provider for Facebook Credits45 and South Africa’s
JTS Technology Concepts, which has launched the “Cred.”
Both Facebook Credits and Creds are valued at US$0.10.46
Many of these start-ups target their solutions for purchase of
textual, video or other content, such as news articles. Currency
exchanges that allow consumers to trade one virtual currency
for another have already begun to pop up; and governments in
South Korea and China have begun to treat virtual currencies
as equivalent to “real” currencies — for tax purposes. 47

Start-up Journalism Online is also pursuing an aggregation
approach to digital content payments, including
micropayments. The company was founded by three wellestablished media executives: entrepreneur Steven Brill
(The American Lawyer magazine, Court TV); L. Gordon
Crovitz, the former publisher of The Wall Street Journal
(on whose watch the paper developed its paid website);
and Leo Hindery Jr., former CEO of Tele-Communications
Inc. and AT&T Broadband. Journalism Online has letters
of intent from 1,500 publishers to become affiliates of
its service, and recently received an investment (of an
undisclosed amount) from News Corporation.42 The
service plans a single log-in for all affiliates, which can use
the service to charge for annual or monthly subscriptions;
day passes; or single articles — or to build a unique
business model based on any mix of these options.43
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“Real” money transactions secured separately
In both the aggregation and virtual currency approach, “real”
money changes hands in transactions that are entirely
separate from the micropayments, better protecting
consumers’ credit card or bank information. Although this
reduces the need for security protection, privacy protection
is still paramount. Consumers must be able to trust that their
reading habits and personal information will not be made
public knowledge or shared with other businesses without
their consent. This presents the opportunity for technology
companies to differentiate with micropayment offerings that
have a reputation for extreme privacy protection.

Future implications
The technology necessary to enable micropayments exists.
For technology and media and entertainment companies
alike, the big question is how best to package the technology
into business models, processes and user interfaces that
influence consumers to buy small pieces of digital content. Two
important factors that could affect that packaging are DRM and
regulatory/tax implications.

Super-distribution as an option
Some theoreticians and DRM advocates believe that DRM
technology can be used for more than just preventing
unauthorized use; it can enable new distribution
models. Super-distribution is a term used in the 1990s
to describe models that treat digital content’s ease
of copying as an asset rather than a liability. Superdistribution takes advantage of users’ desire to share
valued content with others.48 In a super-distribution
model, shared digital content might require a key to
be fully unlocked, similar to the way much software is
distributed today. DRM systems such as those described
in this paper would enable super-distribution models.
Earlier this year, at the 11th International Symposium on
Online Journalism in the US, at the University of Texas in
Austin, an idea was presented that pushed the superdistribution concept further. The presenters made the
case for a microearn system of incentives as one of four
primary components for a successful micropayments
system for digital news content.49 As envisioned,
microearn incentives would be similar to the rewards
programs originated by airlines and hotels, but would
be earned by a user when payment is made for content
that he or she recommended to others. Special DRM
technology would be required to enable such a program,
representing another opportunity for differentiation in a
micropayments technology offering.
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Regulatory and tax implications — their
time is coming
It is too early in the development of micropayment
systems to assess the regulatory and tax
implications — except to say they will come. China, for
example, has imposed a 20% tax on profits from the sale
of virtual currency, and South Korea’s Supreme Court
has ruled that virtual currency is the equivalent of realworld currency.50 Moreover, the European Commission is
encouraging member states to adopt electronic payment
rules that will increase the number of corporations that
can manage electronic (virtual) currency payments
(including micropayments) beyond traditional banking
and financial institutions. The rules are designed to
promote competition in the electronic payments market.51
How these and future rulings will affect micropayment
technology developers and users as well as digital content
providers remains to be determined; and, stakeholders will
have to follow developments closely so they aren’t taken
by surprise.

What the future holds
Given M&E companies’ need for new business models,
and the success of micropayments in multiplayer gaming
and mobile content, we can expect micropayment
technology to fully emerge as an area of opportunity for
technology companies — finally — this year. Yet much is
still to be determined about the size and scope of those
opportunities. Some of the most anticipated micropayment
technology offerings are expected to debut between now
and the end of the year. At that time, we should have a
more in-depth perspective of which business model will be
successful. For now, we advise interested stakeholders to
maintain an active vigil for micropayment developments.
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Micropayments and Moore’s Law
Although there is no direct connection between Moore’s
Law and micropayments, there are important indirect
connections.
Micropayment technology comprises computation;
information storage; network bandwidth; software to
manage the process from end to end; and an appropriate
business model to share the revenue and allow the
micropayment processor to make a profit.
Despite being quoted and applied in many contexts,
Moore’s Law is actually very specific: it states that the
number of transistors that can be integrated into a single
chip at the same price point will roughly double every two
years.52 Therefore, Moore’s Law directly affects the cost
of computation, halving it every two years; Moore’s Law
indirectly affects the cost of information storage, reducing
it over time as well, though by how much is debatable.
Effects that are similar to Moore’s Law (including one
named after Gerald Butters, a former head of Bell Labs)
show that the cost of network bandwidth is dropping by
roughly 50% or more per year due to factors such as dense
wave-division multiplexing in fiber optics.53
Thanks to the results of Moore’s Law and its corollaries,
the cost of most elements of micropayment technology
inevitably will decline over time. Therefore, technology
innovation is likely to drive micropayment processing costs
well below the threshold where transactions of pennies will
become possible, in the next three to five years — whether
they become probable depends on consumer acceptance.

“On the one hand, information wants to be expensive,
because it’s so valuable. The right information in the
right place just changes your life. On the other hand,
information wants to be free, because the cost of
getting it out is getting lower and lower all the time.
So you have these two fighting against each other.”
– Stewart Brand, American writer, author of the
Whole Earth Catalog and cofounder, in 1985, of The
Well (one of the oldest virtual communities
in continuous existence)
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Questions to consider
How soon will the concept of “micropayments in exchange
for incremental content” become a mainstream service?
How can technology companies assess the size and marketentry timing for their micropayment solutions?
When will leading technology companies begin acquiring
virtual currency or other micropayment start-ups?
How can micropayment technology offer absolute (or nearly
absolute) privacy protection for consumers’ purchases?
How soon will credit card companies or other financial
institutions develop competitive micropayment
technologies?

“Stewart Brand’s quote nailed the dynamic tension
between free and paid content that challenges
online content companies and will continue to
shape future media and technology business
models. This is especially true today as the value
of certain content assets is decreasing rapidly
because of the accelerated speed at which more
information is being enabled by the internet — and
because the internet can quickly reduce content
distribution costs to zero.”
– Pat Hyek, Global Technology Industry Leader,
Ernst & Young LLP

Will mobile network operators — which already have microbilling systems in place — offer micropayment services of
their own to digital content publishers?
Will mobile devices (e.g., smartphones, netbooks and tablet
computers) become the primary devices for micropayment
technologies?
Should micropayment technology vendors consider
super-distribution as a service differentiator?
Can consumers be incented effectively to willingly
redistribute for-fee content?
Who will become the early adopters of micropayment
business models?
How will government regulatory agencies weigh in on rules
for micropayment systems?
How will taxes be levied, collected and paid in this
environment? What are the income tax withholding and
indirect tax implications associated with this model? What
will be the likely tax reporting requirements and systems
necessary to handle the collection, remittance and
reporting of these taxes?
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Creating new content, facing
new challenges
As M&E companies explore exciting new ways to create and package content and
information, they face a variety of business issues. As a result, M&E companies are
taking a top-to-bottom look at the way they do business.

Combating price deflation
The most immediate strategic issue is price deflation. As illustrated in Figure 4,
declining price points, unbundling and piracy are having a significant impact on
aggregate consumer spend on music purchases, even as consumption rises.

Figure 4
Units consumed and total end-user spending for online and physical music, US
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Keeping what works
Music provides the most vivid example of the threats inherent
in unbundling at low price points without a corresponding
strategy of adding differentiated value. Many would argue that
the growth of legitimate digital music sales saved an industry
that was being ravaged by piracy. In that respect, the industry’s
hands were tied on pricing: US$0.99 per song (70% to the
music labels) was better than nothing. Other M&E sectors
don’t face an identical set of factors, but music’s experience
demonstrates the value of modeling the potential impact
of digital price points to preserve and grow revenue from
traditional models.
Unbundling has changed a business model that was built
around albums. In the physical world, the record companies are,
in effect, subsidized by consumers buying albums at US$10 to
US$15, even though they typically want just two to three songs
from an album. The industry’s cost structure also was built on
selling more expensive, aggregated content.
In an online world, music sales are largely cannibalizing offline
sales. The problem is that consumers buy less in aggregate
dollars when they buy music by the track. Digital distribution
creates higher margins because there are no associated
physical costs (packaging and distribution). However, sales
volumes will have to increase substantially to generate
equal revenue. So far, they have not. So despite rising digital
sales, total music sales continue to fall. Book publishers may
face similar pricing challenges as they unbundle. Publishers
need to do a thorough analysis of the financial impact of
unbundling content and determine the prices at which their
gross revenues will continue to grow. Publishers need to find
the right balance between pricing at a level that encourages
use and cannibalizing existing revenue. There are now many
precedents, with music and growing online video offerings, to
start modeling these trends and their impact on revenues.
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As M&E companies explore new content and distribution
models, they must be careful to protect what still works.
Television distribution illustrates this difficult balancing act.
Users can stream or download some television content, but
cable and broadcast networks still hold back the majority of
their shows for traditional distribution. There is some talk
about moving much more television content online. However,
the current system still brings tremendous value to its
participants. Cable and satellite services are in most homes
and people are accustomed to using them. These distributors
still pay a lot of money per month per subscriber to cable
(and increasingly, broadcast) networks. A cable network,
for instance, may generate US$3 to US$4 per month per
subscriber. In the current environment, a cable network would
likely find it difficult to generate equivalent revenue by itself.
M&E companies must balance the expected digital rewards with
the risk of harming their current distribution partners which
still bring in billions in revenues. Indeed, while television ad
revenues have been impacted by media fragmentation, they
are still large.
The major studios also want to create new markets through
digital distribution. However, like television, almost all
their revenue comes from traditional forms of distribution.
Therefore, as they pursue digital initiatives, they must be
careful not to jeopardize the biggest part of their business.

Global Media & Entertainment Center

Adapting to evolving consumer
demands
In the digital age, expectations have changed. Consumers
no longer passively consume media and entertainment
content. They want to personalize their experience
through product and service customization.
For M&E companies, this has far-reaching implications.
It changes the content distribution paradigm from oneway distribution to two-way interaction. However, this
interaction allows M&E companies to better understand
their customers’ preferences and, thus, tailor their
products accordingly.
The advertising-based digital models won’t go
away any time soon. However, these models will be
augmented by subscriptions and transactions that tap
into consumers’ desire to improve their experience.
M&E companies are experimenting with several ideas.
An emerging consensus is that giving consumers a
more enhanced digital experience will encourage
consumers to pay for content — through either a
subscription or a pay-per-use model.

Monetizing digital media: Creating value consumers will buy
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Will consumers pay? Content and
commerce activity among nations
shows split
Providing quality value-added content will be critical for online paid content strategies
to work. But content alone will not suffice. M&E companies need to better understand
consumers’ propensity to pay for online content. Ernst & Young has studied the online
and offline media habits of consumers in 12 countries around the world to better
predict where paid content strategies are relatively more likely to succeed and where
they are not.
The research shows a noticeable disparity between free and transactional online
behaviors. It comes as little surprise that free online activities are extremely popular
in most countries. Figure 5 shows the average penetration levels of free online
activities — such as reading news online, online gaming and video, accessing social
networks and blogging — in each of the countries in the study. Penetration levels
varied from 70% in South Korea to 43% in Japan. The US had an average penetration
rate of 57% and was the only non-emerging country among the top five.

Figure 5
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Average penetration - % of internet users listing free online activities such as reading news online; online
gaming, online video; accessing social networks; and blogging, among their online activities. Ernst & Young
analysis of internet user surveys carried out in 2009. Surveys analyzed included: "How People Watch: A Global
Nielsen Consumer Report,” Nielsen, August 2010. (Italy) "Cittadini e nuove technologie,” Istituto Nazionale di
Statistica, December 2009 (includes games, video and music); (France, Germany, UK and US) "Data privacy
day: Perceptions study,” Microsoft commissioned Cross-Tab, January 2010; (China, India, Brazil, Russia and
Japan) "China's Digital Generations 2.0,” Boston Consulting Group, May 2010; (Spain) EIAA "EIAA Mediascope
Europe 2010,” February 2010; (Korea) Korea Communications Commission and the Korea Internet & Security
Agency,January 2010; (India) "The Global Web Index Wave 1,” Lightspeed Research, November 2009; (South
Korea) OECD ICT database; (Germany)" Berichtsband zur internet facts 2010,” Arbeitsgemeinschaft Online
Forschung (AGOF), 24 June 2010; (France) "Les Francais et Internet," TNS Sofres, 16 February 2010; "Survey
on Information and Communication Technologies Equipment and Use in Households 2009,” Instituto Nacional
de Estadistica, 2 October 2009.
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South Korea has the highest penetration of free online activity. This is no surprise
given the country’s high broadband penetration level. Somewhat more surprising are
China and India, which were ranked just behind South Korea, despite the fact that
broadband penetration is 25% in China and only 3% in India.54
Consumers’ online behaviors changed considerably when examining transactionbased activities, such as e-commerce, online banking and paying for digital M&E
content. Countries with relatively higher penetration rates of internet users accessing
free online activities aren’t often the ones leading the pack when the focus moves
toward transaction-based services.
There is also a disparity between online activity and spend. Average penetration
levels across the 12 countries of free online activities (online video, blogging, social
networks, news and online gaming) was 54%. With transaction-based activities, such
as e-commerce and online banking, the average fell to 35%.
Figure 6 shows the average penetration levels of e-commerce and online banking
activities per country. Only the US was among the top five countries by penetration in
both free and transaction-based categories.

Figure 6
Average penetration levels of e-commerce and online banking activities
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*Brazil figure excludes online banking. European data from eMarketer quoting “Comscore world metrix press
release from 16 April 2009;” (India) “Internet in India (I-Cube) 2009-2010,” Indian Market Research Bureau
(IMRB), 5 April 2010; (Japan) “What Japan Thinks,” goo Research, 20 March 2010; (China) “25th Statistical
Report on Internet Development in China,” China Internet Network Information Center (CNNIC), 15 January
2010; (South Korea) “2009 Survey on the Internet Usage,” Korea Communications Commission and Korea
Internet & Security Agency (KISA), January 2010; (US) “AdReaction 2009: Brands + Consumers + Social
Media,” Dynamic Logic and Millward Brown, January 2010; eCommerce sourced included: (Europe, US, Japan
and South Korea) OECD ICT database quoting 2008 figures; (China) “Media 2009-2010,” data Center of China
Internet, 8 January 2010, quoting 2008 figures; (Russia) GfK Group, 18 March 2009, quoting 2008 data;
(India, Brazil) “China’s Digital Generations 2.0,” Boston Consulting Group, May 2010.
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Consumer fixed broadband connection penetration by household. “Broadband forecast pack: 2009–14,”
Ovum, October 2009.
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Digital music is an indicator of how willing consumers are to pay for online content.
Music is globally available and does not require broadband to consume. There is a
notable difference between online music penetration and paying for online music.
Figure 7 illustrates digital music spending compared to online music penetration
(percent of internet users listing online music as one of their online activities).
Several countries with high online music penetration spend relatively little on legal
online music. By contrast, in countries with relatively low online music penetration,
a greater percentage of consumers actually pay for online music. In Japan, for
example, internet users spent on average US$10.12 on digital music products last
year, despite having one of the lowest online music penetration levels — only 25% of
internet users in Japan listed music among their online activities.55 On the other hand,
internet users in China spent on average just US$0.15 on digital music products in
2009 despite having 83% of its online population listening to music.56 India, Brazil and
Russia were in a similar situation, with high numbers of online music listeners but little
in the way of digital music sales.

Figure 7
Digital music spend per internet user compared to online music penetration
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online activities in surveys carried out during 2009 and 2010. Surveys analyzed included: (South Korea)
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“China’s Digital Generations 2.0,” Boston Consulting Group, May 2010.
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Ibid.
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There is a similar divergence in the social networking sector, as shown in Figure 8.
Countries that had the highest percentage of their internet populations accessing
social networking sites in 2009 spent relatively little as measured by social games
average revenue per paying user (ARPPU).57

Figure 8
Examples of social games ARPPU compared to social networks penetration
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Ernst & Young analysis of data sourced from: (US, UK, France, Germany, Spain, Italy, Brazil) “Playspan reports
international virtual economy data on digital goods,” PlaySpan Inc. press release, 6 May 2010; (South Korea)
Atul Bagga, “Virtual Goods: An interview with the founder and CEO of Live Gamer,” ThinkEquity LLC,
19 January 2010; (Japan, China) Atul Bagga, “Virtual Goods: An interview with the founder and CEO of Rekoo,”
ThinkEquity LLC, 27 April 2010. Social games penetration: all sourced via eMarketer. (India, Japan and South
Korea) “comScore World Metrix,” 7 April 2010 press release; all the rest sourced from “Social Media Around
the World,” Insites Consulting, 22 March 2010.
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“Social Media Around the World,” Insites Consulting, 22 March 2010.
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Piracy in the BRIC (Brazil, Russia, India
and China) countries explains much of
the gap for music. In April 2010, the
International Intellectual Property
Alliance, which represents US copyright
industry groups, placed China, Russia,
India and Brazil in the top five countries
for piracy levels in 2009.58 However, in
the case of social networks, cultural
factors also appear to be at work.
The highest spenders offline are also the
highest spenders online. Consumers in
the US, France and the UK led all other
countries both in terms of traditional
media spend and consumption for items
such as pay-TV, music, cinema and home
entertainment. Gross domestic product
(GDP) per capita levels are certainly a
factor when comparing media spending
levels between developed and emerging
countries. However, wealth is not the only
factor. In Europe, there is a considerable
difference in traditional media spending
among countries with relatively similar
levels of wealth.

58

M&E companies will be more likely to
see their online paid content strategies
succeed in countries where internet
users’ online spending is more aligned
to their online media consumption
habits. Countries such as the US, the
UK and France, where media spend
and consumption are more aligned to
each other, should be more receptive to
paying for content online. In countries
where media consumption and spending
are less aligned, M&E companies may
struggle to succeed. In these cases,
advertising or other revenue models
may be more effective.

Doug Palmer, “China, Russia, Canada again top USTR piracy list,” Reuters, 30 April 2010.
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Telecommunications
Mobile is likely to become a micropayment driver
No single factor will entice consumers to pay for digital
content. Instead, M&E companies will need to rely on a
number of factors to achieve their goal of monetizing their
digital content. One such factor will be ease of payment.
Industry observers think that mobile payments will become a
major driver of micropayments in the M&E industry. However,
mobile payments need to first become more ingrained
among consumers worldwide. Recent trends suggest that
this is beginning to happen.
Mobile payment, or m-Commerce, is growing in both the
developing and developed worlds. m-Commerce refers to
conducting financial transactions via mobile devices. Most
often this is a mobile phone, but transactions from tablet
devices are set to grow as well.
m-Commerce falls into three categories:
Mobile banking. This enables customers of banks and
other financial institutions to access their account
information, transfer funds, trade stocks and buy
financial products such as insurance. Recently, mobile
banking has seen a substantial rise in the value and
volume of transactions.
Mobile payments. Mobile payments allow consumers to
use mobile devices to pay for such services as train fare,
tickets (concert, theater, etc.), parking and digital content.
Mobile money transfer. This form of m-Commerce
involves international remittances and person-to-person
transfers.

m-Commerce can go where
banks can’t
m-Commerce is very popular in countries where most of
the population is “unbanked” — where the banking system
is not very sophisticated or consumers don’t have accounts.
In many of these countries, the percentage of people with
mobile phones is higher than those with bank accounts.
m-Commerce services can also be more cost-effective than
other alternatives, such as conducting financial transactions
through the post office.

59
60
61

Countries such as Sudan, Ghana and South Africa have been
the largest adopters of this new commerce. Latin American
countries such as Uruguay, Paraguay, Argentina, Brazil,
Venezuela, Colombia, Guatemala and Mexico have also
implemented m-Commerce services successfully.
m-Commerce revenues are growing rapidly; globally, the
m-Commerce market was an estimated US$443.3 million in
2009, an increase of 90% over 2008. By 2013, worldwide
revenues from m-Commerce are expected to reach
US$5.4 billion.59 This growth will be driven principally by the
increasing demand for international fund transfer services,
which are projected to grow to US$1.6 billion in 2013,
and account for 30.4% of market revenues.60 However, as
m-Commerce becomes more entrenched, mobile payments will
make up a growing portion of revenues.

Key enablers: technology and
growing user base
The m-Commerce boom is being driven by several
technological and societal factors. On the device side,
mobile network capability and device functionality are both
increasing. Globally, the rollout of 3G mobile systems allows
for greater network reliability and speed. At the same time,
technology advances have driven the evolution of the mobile
phone from a simple communication tool to a smart personal
computing and communication medium with multitasking
capabilities. Improved functionality of networks and devices,
as well as improving affordability, have enabled mobile
phone penetration to take off globally. At the end of 2009,
there were 4.6 billion mobile subscribers around the world.
This translates into worldwide mobile phone penetration of
67.8%.61 In many countries, mobile penetration is higher than
PC penetration, especially in rural areas.
Improved functionality has also changed the way consumers
use their mobile devices. Once confined to voice, consumers
are increasingly using their mobile devices as dataoriented multimedia platforms. This has paved the way for
m-Commerce, making it easier for mobile subscribers to buy
and sell various goods and services through mobile devices.

“Mobile content & services—7th edition,” Informa Telecoms & Media, March 2009.
Ibid.
“The world in 2009; ICT facts and figures,” International Telecommunications Union, 2009.
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In many places, mobile payments will go where credit cards
cannot. Millions of vendors around the world do not have
point-of-sale (POS) devices that accept credit card payments.
The 500 million smart mobile phones worldwide could
potentially be POS devices accepting card payments. New
applications are being developed for smart phones that will
allow small merchants to use the devices as credit card POS
terminals.62

Developed countries will also
see a rise
m-Commerce is also growing in the developed world. Japan
has by far the most successful mobile payment market, with
the participation of a wide range of industry groups. Mobile
payment has large growth potential in Japan because it
is still a heavily cash-based society, and because internet
access via PCs has been surpassed by mobile internet.
The high penetration of mobile data services among the
Japanese has been one of the major reasons for the success
of m-Commerce there. Services in Japan are quite advanced:
ranging from cashless payments at vending machines and
online shopping to mobile phones that can act as door keys
and membership cards. Even in the US and Europe, where
banking is well established and credit card payments for
micropayments are more common, m-Commerce has a
role to play, particularly with younger people who are not
credit card owners, or people who may not want to use them
because of fraud or other security reasons.

There is a growing recognition that maximizing
opportunities in areas such as gaming and social networking
requires a greater use of micropayments — many of which
will be from mobile devices.63 However, though there are
many opportunities all along the m-Commerce value chain,
there are also challenges:64
Standardization. It will be a challenge to make
applications available across regions and globally,
including a vast range of different phone handsets,
button layouts and other settings.
User interface. m-Commerce platforms must be
easy to use and intuitive so that transactions can be
performed quickly.
Security. There is a need to ensure secure end-to-end
communications and standardize customer registration.
m-Commerce security should be equal to that of online
banking and other services. Security features must be
communicated all along the entire value chain to allay
the concerns of consumers.
Ecosystem cooperation. Successful m-Commerce
requires the collaboration and cooperation of all
players in the value chain, including mobile operators,
banks, retailers, handset and software providers and
payment networks.

“The mobile money ecosystem spans a wide range
of industry participants — financial institutions,
merchants, chip and equipment makers, to mobile
operators — requiring close cooperation among all
stakeholders.”
– Vincent de la Bachelerie,
Ernst & Young et Associes
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Will Hernandez, “Software platforms spur future payments innovation,” Cardline, 28 May 2010, via Dow Jones Factiva ©2010 Cardline and SourceMedia.
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“Global Micro-billing specialist Oxygen8 Communications targets 60% growth in the next two years,” PR Newswire, 20 April 2010, via Dow Jones Factiva
©
2010 PR Newswire; Anita Davis, “Netizens glad to cough up for content,” Media, 25 March 2010, via Dow Jones Factiva ©2010 Haymarket Media Ltd.;
Thad Rueter, “Micropayments poised for a breakthrough year,” American Banker, 28 January 2010, via Dow Jones Factiva ©2010 American Banker and
SourceMedia Inc.; Jack Large, “Review of developments in payment systems 2010,” Euromoney, 5 March 2010, via Dow Jones Factiva ©2010 Euromoney
Institutional Investors.
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Jack Large, “Review of developments in payment systems 2010,” Euromoney, 5 March 2010, via Dow Jones Factiva ©2010 Euromoney Institutional
Investors.
Mobile is likely to become a micropayment driver
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Seeking infrastructure support
As M&E companies race to adapt their products to meet their customers’ needs, some
companies are realizing that their operational capabilities still lag far behind their
ability to get new products and services into the market.
In building infrastructure and delivery capabilities to support new models, M&E
companies will focus on three key areas: intellectual property (IP) management,
digital supply chain management and monetizing and distribution strategies with
consumers.

IP management
M&E companies will need IP management and systems that encompass the entire
lifecycle associated with managing contracts, rights, use and royalties, allowing
them to exploit content regardless of how it is sold. Deploying back-end systems that
improve the accuracy and transparency of data will not only help M&E companies
maximize the value of their IP, it will also help ensure compliance, reduce costs and
optimize speed to market.
These systems will need to track which content can be used when, where and in which
formats. Rights systems are already challenged with tracking traditional vs. digital
rights. Unbundling increases the complexity by adding another layer of tracking
and reporting. For example, a publisher that unbundles books would need to answer
several questions:
Do we have the rights to the content (text, photographs and other visual elements)
in various digital forms?
Can we break the content apart?
Do we have the rights to this content in every geographic market in which we sell?
Do we only have the rights to sell content on a stand-alone basis or can we offer
content on a subscription basis?
Does the consumer have rights to this content on an unlimited basis or singleuse basis?
Can my systems handle tracking the unbundled pieces of what we own so that we
can clear the appropriate rights and pay the proper royalties?
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Digital supply chain management
Other M&E sectors face similar issues. A cable TV network may
have the rights to a show on linear television but not on other
platforms such as video on demand (VOD) or online. Likewise,
it may have the rights to use the show’s music for its original
TV broadcast but not for other platforms or for use outside the
context of the full original show. Many M&E companies’ rights
systems currently aren’t sophisticated enough to track all the
permutations and combinations of rights on a growing menu of
products.
Automation will also help increase speed and accuracy. Many of
the underlying rights contracts have to be pulled manually from
file drawers rather than accessed through digital repositories.
This hampers speed to market and increases the risk of
violating contracts.
Most M&E companies’ royalty systems are home grown
solutions developed as much as a decade ago and are hardcoded to support business models from that period. Digital
distribution strains the functionality of these systems
throughout the royalty payment value chain — from numbering
schemes for an increasingly disaggregated product, to
statement generation across multiple distribution platforms.
M&E companies are, therefore, investing heavily in upgrading
and, in many instances, fully replacing their antiquated systems.
Improving royalty processes requires robust data collection
and analysis. This is true for both M&E companies and their
distribution partners. These partners must provide information
on a more detailed level than before (digital vs. traditional,
whole product vs. unbundled). At the same time, M&E
companies’ systems must have the ability to track revenue
at a more granular level to allow for the proper tracking and
payment of royalties.
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M&E companies are also focused on building an effective
digital supply chain that manages media assets throughout
the lifecycle. These processes provide a framework for
storing, cataloging and integrating digital assets so they can
easily be found and distributed across a growing number of
media platforms.
A big portion of the digital supply chain involves digitalizing
content (film, music, books, as well as embedded, unfinished
and promotional elements) and storing it in digital libraries.
Equally important, the libraries must be organized and
searchable so digital assets can be accessed quickly when
they are needed. These digital repositories must be protected
from internal or external security threats.
In addition to digitalization, M&E companies have put digital
asset management (DAM) systems in place. However, many
systems are not “rights aware” (i.e., who can sell what to
whom). DAM systems must be integrated with IP systems so
the company knows where and when specific assets can be
sold. This minimizes the risk a company will sell something it
isn’t supposed to. Likewise, greater visibility to IP assets and
rights helps a company fully exploit the assets that it does
own. DAM systems also need to interact, and often support,
traditional business processes, such as content creation and
editing, thereby creating a complex ecosystem that includes
both traditional and digital media value chains.
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Consumer strategies

Gathering better data

As M&E companies move beyond the traditional B2B models,
they are encountering new customer, product and marketing
challenges in D2C interactions:

While the various back office processes and systems require
different solutions, there is one common theme: the need for
more and better data. Bringing new products and services to
market will require M&E companies to collect and analyze more
data than ever before — and share it with their distribution
partners. Together, they must develop common data standards
and protocols that deliver the right kind of data and ensure that
it is properly managed and secure.

Customer. Issues include learning how to target the most
profitable customers; using the right consumer metrics to
understand their behavior and draw the right conclusions;
and properly protecting customer data to prevent misuse
that could create brand and reputation risks.
Products. Developing the right products means packaging/
unbundling content in a way that is attractive to
consumers; pricing products and services in a way that will
attract the right customers and drive the greatest revenues
and margins; gathering the right data to calculate ROI
on content investments on multiple platforms; and using
the immediate feedback loops about demand and price65
to adapt configurations of content bundles and pricing
structures. In Ernst & Young’s CFO study, several CFOs
pointed out that bundling the right products at the right
price is a significant challenge.66

The objective for M&E companies is to build a suite of systems
and processes that catalog and store all rights and usage
information. These systems would span the entire sales
process, from sales ingestion on the front end to properly
paying royalties on the back end. And they would be highly
automated, unlike current systems, many of which still rely on
manual entry for many functions.

Marketing. Finding the right channels to reach target
customers and delivering the right messages is key, as is
harnessing the power of social networks to engage customers.
It is then important to leverage systems to capture data that
evaluate the effectiveness of marketing spend.
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Laura Martin, “Newspapers: What do they teach us about the future,”
Needham, 2 July 2010.

66

Ernst & Young’s CFO study, Poised For Digital Growth: Preserving Profitability
in Today’s Digital World, June 2010.
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Conclusion: taking the risk
M&E companies view their digital evolution as critical to meeting consumer demand in
a multi-device connected world. In this world, M&E companies are learning that their
opportunities for growth are staggering. However, seizing these opportunities requires
new thinking about how M&E content is created, packaged, distributed and sold.
M&E companies must develop ways to differentiate themselves through a branded
customer experience strategy that offers premium content and services to their
customers. This enhanced value will come from four key dimensions: format
and additional content; timing; availability and interoperability; and sharing and
engagement. Using one or more of these dimensions will not only help turn “free”
digital customers to paying ones, but will also help strengthen digital price points,
which — despite rising digital consumption — have been falling.
But content alone will not suffice. To succeed, M&E companies will need to research
consumers’ general media spending habits, both online and offline, to identify patterns
between their media consumption and media spending behaviors. M&E companies will
be more likely to see their online paid content strategies succeed in countries where
internet users’ online spending is more aligned to their online media consumption
habits. This will be driven by cultural factors as well as the quality of content and
services available.
However, even the best laid plans can fail if M&E companies’ infrastructure and
processes aren’t up to the task. M&E companies must build world-class infrastructures
to support their digital initiatives. They need to build intellectual property management
systems that manage contracts, rights and royalty agreements, along with digital
supply chains, that make digital content easy to store, search and exploit throughout
the enterprise.
As M&E companies continue to develop creative ways to generate revenues, they will, at
times, launch products before they have built the operational infrastructure processes
to support them. This period, from idea to execution, creates significant risks of error
and inefficiency.
Nevertheless, M&E companies will continue to push the envelope in product innovation
to meet evolving consumer demands — to reach them where they live and work.

“Exploring new business models involves a measure
of risk, but M&E companies that continue to push
the innovation envelope can keep pace with rapid
changes transforming their markets.”
– Bruno Perrin,
Ernst & Young et Associes
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Points to consider
Strategic

Infrastructure

Understand how changing technology and consumer shifts
are reshaping your sector(s), and how those changes may
increase your company’s vulnerabilities

Build IP management systems that encompass the entire
lifecycle associated with managing contracts, rights use and
royalties

Realize that business models — even digital ones — require
constant modification

Deploy a rights management system that knows which
content can be used when, where and in what formats

Experiment with new platforms; waiting until a new
platform has a viable business model may be too late

Automate rights systems to increase speed to market and
decrease risk of contract violations

Continue to invest to stay ahead of changing consumer
demands, even in lean financial times

Focus on digital supply management to ensure that media
assets can easily be found and distributed across media
platforms.

Unbundling/repackaging
Remain relevant to consumers by accommodating their
desire for interactivity, mobility and flexible pricing models
Continue to enhance the digital experience to give
consumers a reason to pay for access or content
Use the four dimensions of value (format and additional
content; timing; availability and interoperability; sharing
and engagement) to increase the attractiveness of your
products and services to the consumer
Conduct a thorough revenue and margin analysis of the
revenue impact on unbundling content

Increase data capture to support new business models and
drive decision-making

D2C models
Understand how a D2C model impacts your business and
that of your current value chain partners
Acquire the skills and competencies necessary to develop
deep knowledge of customers
Understand which metrics in consumers’ digital “footprint”
matter most
Collect demand trends on a multi-platform basis
Use digital feedback loops to collect consumer preferences
and insight to allow for changes in products and pricing and
changes in marketing
Despite the risks, continuous innovation is critical
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